coxalı • b100
table lamp
Product description
Exclusive table lamp with indirect LED light emission, Smart Home capable, spherical lamp body
consisting of two modules fixing a translucent ring in the equator
Applications
Ambient lighting, representative office, counter or lobby lighting
Lamp body
- Lamp body consisting of 2 modules connected by magnets
- Colored light ring translucent and easily replaceable
Material
- Lamp body: pure or colored concrete
- Inner surface finish: gold leaf or silver leaf
- Lamp base: stainless steel
- Permissible ambient temperature (ta): -20 ° C - +45 ° C
Dimensions
Luminaire body: ∅ 175 mm
Luminaire base: ∅ 175 mm
Height: 360 mm
Weight: about 2.5 kg
Textile cable length: 2.5 m
LED system
LED panel permanently installed, LEDs circular disposed on aluminum heatsink, diffuser light emission
120 °, power consumption 12,5 W, luminous flux 1.100 lm, dimmable, color switch inside the lamp body:
color temperature 2.600/3.100/4.000 K, CRI 90, LED lifetime L70 / B10 (ta 25 ° C) 30,000 h
Light control
Pull switch for ON / OFF and dimming*, Bluetooth® mesh via CASAMBI® App**, Smart Home enabled,
wireless switch connectable (eg EnOcean® technology)

®

* Dimming via the pull switch: Switch on the light > Pull the pull switch 2x in quick succession (<1 sec) > Light source starts from lower dimming level (10%
to 100%) > once the desired dimming level has been reached during the automatic brighter area > pull the pull switch 2x again in quick succession (<1 sec)
> light source remains dimmed as desired /// after switching off for 5 sec: luminaire stores the set dimming level /// for full brightness restoration: switch on
the luminaire > pull the pull switch twice (<1 sec) > light source will automatically light up to 100%
** Dimming via App: Installation of the CASAMBI® App on a mobile device (available at AppStore and Google Play) > Short Guide in German and detailed
description of the app in English language available at: https://coxali.de/technik-und-ausstattung/

Electrical connection
85 - 240 V / AC, 50/60 Hz, Safety plug
Colors
- Lamp body: color on customer request
- Textile cable: color on customer request
- Light rings: 3 different colors

Attention! Always assemble modules with a light ring! Use
only one light ring otherwise loss of stability of the lamp body!
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